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Nomenclature
C p = pressure coef cient
C pmin = peak suction pressure coef cient
c = airfoil chord
f = frequency of oscillation,Hz
k = reduced frequency,¼ f c=U1
M = freestreamMach number
p = static pressure
s; n = coordinates along and normal to airfoil surface
x; y = chordwise and vertical distance
® = angle of attack
®0 = mean angle of attack
Ä = spanwise component of vorticity
I. Introduction
I T was shown in earlier work1 on unsteady separation controlthat changing the leading edge curvature of an NACA 0012 air-
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foil was effective in producing signi cant stall delay (about 5 deg
at M D 0:3) throughdecreasingleading-edge ow acceleration.The
extremesensitivityof the airfoilpeak suctionpressureto the  ow ac-
celeration around the airfoil leading edge resulted in reduced peak
suction levels when the nose radius was increased. Rounding the
leading edge also distributed the low-pressure region over a wider
extent on the airfoil upper surface, reducing the leading-edge ad-
verse pressure gradient, thus making it possible for the airfoil to
reach higher angles of attack before stalling, in both steady and un-
steady  ows. As a result, satisfactory airfoil performance ensued
over a larger operating envelope. In Ref. 1, certain intermediate
shapes are identi ed that were dynamic stall vortex free. The redis-
tribution of the vorticity  ux arising from tailoring the nose radius
can eliminate the dynamic stall vortex completely and vastly im-
prove a pitching airfoil force and moment loops. Thus, such a  ow
controlmethod is very valuable for compressibledynamic stall con-
trol, which is always a leading-edge type of stall, dominated by a
strong clockwise vortex convecting over the airfoil.
Although in Ref. 1 control of compressible dynamic stall us-
ing  xed, round nosed airfoilswas demonstrated,rotor applications
require dynamic airfoil shape adaptation because of the large dif-
ferences in  ow speeds on the advancing and retreating sides. Fur-
thermore, the U.S. Army has stipulated that the next generation
of helicopters be signi cantly more capable in terms of load ca-
pacity and maneuverability.This requires removing the constraints
imposed by the onset of dynamicstall to enlarge the  ight envelope.
One way a given rotor blade can deliver improved performance is
if the potential  ow eld over it is suitably altered, so that it can
respond to the rapidly changing  ow conditions as it  ies through
a cycle. It is proposed here to use dynamic shape adaptation as a
means to achieve this and to avoid compressible dynamic stall on
its retreating side. Proper blade adaptationrequires determining the
shapes that the airfoil can takewithout stallingduringsuch amaneu-
ver. These shapesdependon the conditionsencounteredby the rotor
blade. To satisfactorily employ this technique, the  uid mechanics
of the  ow over airfoils of different shapes need to be understood,
and have been discussed in Ref. 1.
The present experiments were focused on controlling the  ow
over a sinusoidally oscillating airfoil by determining the dynamic
shape variations that produced the right nose curvature at each in-
stantaneous  ow condition, thus producing the most attached  ow
over the rangeof anglesof attackof interest.A sharp-to-roundshape
change pro le was chosen, while always maintaining the airfoil
shapes within the range of a previously determined attached  ow
envelope,1 to achieve the desired  ow control effect.
II. Description of the Experiment
Practical implementation of real-time adaptation of an oscillat-
ing airfoil requires overcoming the demanding challengesof design
and fabrication.A NACA 0012 derivative airfoil, known as the dy-
namically deforming leading edge (DDLE) airfoil, with 15.24-cm
chord was specially developed for the present purpose. Its leading
20% is cast from a carbon– ber composite; the rest is machined
from solid metal. The composite  ber is about 50 ¹m thick at the
leading edge and is attachedwith a tang to a mandrel, shaped to the
NACA 0012 pro le, housed inside the airfoil. The mandrel, driven
by brushless servomotors, translates in the chordwise direction by
less than 2 mm to produceup to 320% continuouschange in the air-
foil leading-edge radius. For convenience, the various shapes used
are denotedby integers,with 75-¹mmandrel displacementfor each
shape number change.Shape 0 correspondsto the NACA 0012 pro-
 le. More details about the DDLE airfoil design may be found in
Ref. 2.
A typical deformation schedule consists of rounding the nose
by retracting the leading edge, holding the  nal shape for a dwell
period, and extending the leading edge back to the original shape.
As stated earlier, prior studies1 identi ed dynamic stall vortex-free
geometries, based on which oscillating airfoil shape-changesched-
ules that offered the most potential for success were determined.
Two shape-change schedules, one fast and the other slow, along
with the correspondingangle-of-attackvariations, shown in Fig. 1,
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a)
b)
Fig. 1 DDLE shape and angle-of-attack history;M = 0:3 and k = 0:05:
a) rapid adaptation and b) slow adaptation.
the output response of the feedback systemwere minimized during
the system tuning process for each condition to maintain the DDLE
airfoil shape to within a half-integerof the  nal round shape during
deformation.
Point diffractioninterferometry(PDI)was used to record  ow im-
agesat speci c anglesof attackas theDDLE airfoilwas dynamically
deformed while oscillating as ®D 10C 10 sin!t deg, at M D 0:3
and kD 0:05: The instantaneous DDLE position (shape) encoder
values were recorded for each image using custom phase-locking
circuitry to include the effect of the two independent timescales
(the airfoil reduced frequency and the dynamic shape-change rate)
present in this  ow.3 The PDI images were initially evaluated qual-
itatively. Quantitative analysis was conducted using in-house de-
veloped software under isentropic  ow assumptions to obtain the
pressures where applicable.
The estimated uncertainties in the data are as follows: Mach
number, §0:005; angle of attack, 0.05 deg; reduced frequency,
0.005; airfoil shape, 0.05; airfoil displacement, 4 ¹m; C p , §0:1;
C pmin ; 0:5; dCp=d.x=c), §25; and change in ® during DDLE
movement,§0:25 deg.
III. Results and Discussion
A. Qualitative Description of the Flow
Figure2 presents12 interferogramsrecordedat differentanglesof
attack for the shapeadaptingwhile pitching(SAP)airfoilatM D 0:3
and kD 0:05 for the fast schedule used. It is clear from the fringe
pattern in Fig. 2a that the  ow is fully attachedat ®D 12:03 deg, for
shape 2. Attached  ow is also seen in Figs. 2b and 2c for® D 14 and
15 deg, respectively, for shape 7:5, although some disturbance is
noticeableinFig. 2cnear x=c¼ 0:1.ResultspresentedinRef. 1 show
that the  owover the  xed, shape8.5, airfoilgenerallybehavessimi-
larly to that seen inFig. 2 with slightdifferencesin theangleof attack
of the events.Note that on a NACA 0012 airfoil, dynamicstall onset
occurs at ®D 14 deg at M D 0:3. In contrast, on the SAP airfoil, the
 ow appears fully attached even at ®D 16 deg (Fig. 2d), highlight-
ing one bene t of dynamicshapeadaptation.Traces of trailing-edge
separationare present in Fig. 2e for ®D 17 deg over the shape 7 air-
a)® = 12:03 deg and shape ¼ 2
b) ® = 13:99 deg and shape ¼ 7:5
c) ® = 15:00 deg and shape ¼ 7:5
d) ® = 16:02 deg and shape ¼ 7:5
e)® = 17:01 deg and shape ¼ 7
f) ® = 18:00 deg and shape ¼ 7
g) ® = 18:98 deg and shape ¼ 7:5
h) ® = 20:00 deg and shape ¼ 7:5
i)® = 19:01 deg # and shape ¼ 7:5
j)® = 18:09 deg # and shape ¼ 7
k)® = 16:00deg # and shape ¼ 6:5
l)® = 15:02 deg # and shape ¼ 5
Fig. 2 PDI images of  ow over the SAP airfoil;M = 0:3, k = 0:05, and
rapid adaptation.
foil, which become more pronounced for ®D 18 deg (Fig. 2f) and
for ®D 19 deg (Fig. 2g). A look at the leading-edge image reveals
the presence of a large number of fringes in the  ow, indicating the
continued development of strong leading-edge suction, even when
trailing-edgeseparationhas progressedup to x=c¼ 0:1 on the upper
surface. At ®D 20 deg (Fig. 2h), the maximum number of fringes
has decreased, and hence, the peak suction pressure has dropped
from that observed in Fig. 2g, but the leading-edge  ow remains
attached. During the downstroke, the  ow at ® D 19 deg (Fig. 2i)
and ®D 18 deg (Fig. 2j) appears similar to that seen on the upstroke
at these angles, the only differencebeing that the maximumnumber
of leading-edge fringes is smaller on the downstroke. As the return
to the original airfoil shape begins, light dynamic stall is induced at
®D 16 deg, (Fig. 2k) inmuch the sameway as was seen for the  xed
shape 8.5 airfoil.1 This is because the  ow has to adjust to the more
favorableconditions,in particularto the lower levelsof vorticity ux
associated with these lower angles of attack, to prevent buildup of
vorticity.Most interesting,fully reattached owdevelopsat the high
angle of attack of 15 deg on the downstroke for the shape 5 airfoil,
and the suction peak becomeswell establishedagain. In contrast, at
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the  xed shape 8.5 airfoil as reported in Ref. 1, leading to the con-
clusion that the SAP airfoil is better than a  xed shape 8.5 airfoil.
Figure 2 also shows that it is possible to manipulate the  ow eld
to keep the leading-edge  ow attached throughout the oscillation
cycle. Similar results were also obtained for the slow schedule.
The major differencebetween the NACA 0012 airfoil and the dy-
namically adapted airfoil  ow elds is the absence of the dynamic
stall vortex for the latter case. Thus, it is clear that the vorticity  elds
in the two cases are also different. The absence of the dynamic stall
vortex leads to the deduction that the pitching moment variations
over the SAP airfoil will be much milder, and the range of angles
of attack over which the  ow remains attached will also be consid-
erably larger when compared to the NACA 0012 airfoil. Dynamic
shape adaptation has successfully altered the  ow vorticity  eld,
leading to changes in the airfoil stall behavior from leading-edge
type to the trailing-edge type. If the timescale of airfoil oscillation
and airfoil adaptationcan be carefullymatched to diffuse the excess
vorticityon thedownstroke,then it may evenbe possibleto avoid the
light dynamic stall condition encountered normally. This requires
returning to the original shape very slowly. However, because the
airfoil oscillation frequency is derived from a rotor  ow condition,
theairfoiladaptationratesarebounded.Hence,attemptsto eliminate
the light dynamic stall state may be impractical in real use.
B. Peak Suction Development
In Fig. 3, the developmentof the airfoil peak suction pressureco-
ef cientC pmin is comparedfor the NACA 0012,  xed shape8.5, and
the SAP airfoil geometriesat the two deformationrates used.Within
experimental uncertainty,the peak suctionvalues for the two defor-
mation rates show nearly the same variation, even though the shape
adaptation was initiated at different angles of attack. The NACA
0012 airfoil generates the highest value of Cpmin .¼ 7:5/, which
indicates that the  ow has become locally supersonic (C pcrit¼ 7:0
at M D 0:3); however, no shocks are seen. In both the  xed-shape
case and the SAP case,C pmin just reaches the critical value with the
 xed shape 8.5 airfoil showing a slightly more gradual fall of peak
suction pressure. On the upstroke, the values for the SAP airfoil
are slightly higher, suggesting that the suction lift over it tends to
be marginally higher. Of greater interest is the 30% smaller size of
the peak suction pressure loop for both the SAP cases. This dif-
ference between the  xed shape 8.5 and SAP airfoil cases in both
the upstroke and downstroke peak suction pressures is due to the
different extents of trailing-edgeseparationpresent over the airfoils
because there was no dynamic stall vortex in both  ows. Because
the  ow reattaches at ®D 15 deg for the SAP cases, as opposed to
at ®¼ 12 deg for the  xed shape 8.5 case, its loop is smaller. In con-
Fig. 3 Comparison of peak suction development over the SAP,
shape 8.5 and NACA 0012 airfoils;M = 0:3 and k = 0:05.
trast, for the NACA 0012 airfoil, the shedding of the large dynamic
stall vortex causes the  ow to separate completely. Complete reat-
tachment does not occur until ®¼ 8 deg on the downstroke.4 The
large1® betweenseparationand reattachmentresults in a very large
hysteresisloop in themoment coef cient aswell. If shapeadaptation
were ideal and complete, a difference in the C pmin development be-
tween the upstrokeand downstrokewouldnotbepresentbecausethe
 ow vorticitywould be diffused through the boundary layer at a rate
consistentwith its production throughoutthe oscillationcycle. This
shouldindeedbe thegoalof shapeadaptation.In reality,onecanonly
expect to minimize the hysteresis loop so that the airfoil can deliver
a performance that is free from large-scale separation effects. The
resultspresentedherecon rm that satisfactoryshapeadaptationwas
achieved for this experimental condition of M D 0:3 and k D 0:05.
Note that the shape adaptation for the slow case was initiated
at ®¼ 3:8 deg and for the rapid case at ®¼ 8 deg, these angles
being determined from the attached  ow envelope developed in
earlier studies. The primary factor that controls the shape-change
schedule is the attached  ow envelope for each Mach number. The
requirementto satisfy,forpotentialsuccess,is that any instantaneous
shape reached should be within this envelope for the  ow at any
angle to remain attached. The delay in pressure  eld development
produceddue the lag effects of unsteady owprovidessome latitude
in this regard.
Itwas alsoobservedin thesestudiesthat initiatingthedeformation
at inappropriate angles of attack induced premature dynamic stall.
Thus, it is very important to determine the attached  ow envelopein
steady  ow  rst, before proceedingwith dynamic stall  ow control.
More details on this can be found in Ref. 3.
C. Vorticity Flux Distributions
The vorticity  uxes calculated from the PDI derived pressure
distributions1 for the  xed shape 8.5 and the SAP airfoils are com-
pared in Fig. 4. The large changes in the potential  ow due to large
real-time geometry modi cations translate to a large effect on the
pressuredistribution,which should be seen in the vorticity  ux also.
At ®D 15 deg, the vorticity  ux over the rapidly adapted SAP air-
foil is generally lower than that over the  xed shape 8.5 airfoil. The
location of the peak vorticity  ux value over the SAP airfoil moves
toward the trailing edge at x=c¼ 0:08 (Fig. 4a). No comparisons
can be made with the distributions for the NACA 0012 airfoil be-
cause dynamic stall occurs at ®D 14 deg, and the  ow separates
completelyby ®D 16 deg. However, in Ref. 1 it was shown that the
vorticity  ux distributionsover the  xed shape 8.5 airfoil were sig-
ni cantly superior to that over the NACA 0012 airfoil at the lower
angles of attack because of its lower maximum value and down-
stream location of the peaks.
Fig. 4 Vorticity  ux development over the shape 8.5 and SAP airfoils;
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Figure 4 establishes that the SAP airfoil  ow is generally better
than that of the  xed shape 8.5 airfoil on the upstroke. The peak
vorticity  ux for the SAP airfoil moves slightly upstream with in-
creasingangleof attack(from x=cD 0:08 to0.05;Figs. 4b–4d), but it
is lower than that for the shape8.5 airfoil.The largepeakof 225 seen
for the  xed shape 8.5 airfoil close to the leading edge in Fig. 4b
is not observed for the SAP airfoil, even though its instantaneous
shapeof 7.5attaineddynamicallyis veryclose to the  xedshape8.5.
This can be attributed to the extreme sensitivity of the  ow to the
dynamic changeof leading-edgecurvature.At ®D 20 deg (Fig. 4d),
the peak vorticity in the SAP airfoil  ow drops to about 50% of that
seen in the  xed shape 8.5 airfoil  ow, occurring at x=cD 0:05. In
this, the peakvorticityoccursaway from the leading edge and is sig-
ni cantly lower, when compared to the NACA 0012 airfoil before
onset of dynamic stall. This explains why no dynamic stall vortex
was observed in the deforming airfoil  ow. On the downstroke at
®D 19 deg (Fig. 4e), the SAP airfoil owvorticitylevel is somewhat
higher and leads the  xed shape 8.5 airfoil, a trend that can be traced
to the peak suction pressurebeing higher during the downstroke for
the SAP airfoil. In Fig. 4f, the values for the  xed shape 8.5 airfoil
are compared at ®D 15:5 deg with the SAP airfoil at ®D 15 deg.
The higher vorticity  ux levels suggest that a somewhat improved
lift performance can be expected from the SAP airfoil due to the
increased circulation due to this vorticity.
IV. Conclusions
1) Compressible dynamic stall has been successfully controlled
usingdynamicshapeadaptation.This requiredaverysmall(0.6-mm)
change in the chord lengthof a dynamicallyadaptiveairfoil thatpro-
duceda nearly150%change in the leading-edgeradiusof curvature.
2) The  owwas found to be dynamicstallvortexfree forM D 0:3,
kD 0:05, and ® D 10C 10 sin!t deg. The favorable effects of dy-
namic shape adaptation realized through changes in the instanta-
neous potential  ow resulted in broader pressure distributionswith
lower peak suction values and led to a redistributionof the unsteady
 ow vorticity. The vorticity levels decreased to values where the
dynamic stall vortex did not form.
3) The peak suction variation loop over the oscillation cycle was
found to be the smallest for the adapting airfoil.
4) The deformation rate, the initiation angle of attack, and the
amount of nose curvature change affect the success of the approach
signi cantly. The most bene t is producedwhile remaining within
the attached ow envelopefor a givenMach numberduringdynamic
shape adaptation.
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Introduction
T HE Active Rack IsolationSystem (ARIS) serves as the centralcomponent of an integrated, station-wide strategy to isolate
microgravity space-scienceexperiments on the InternationalSpace
Station (ISS). ARIS uses 8 electromechanicalactuators to isolate an
InternationalStandard Payload Rack (ISPR) from disturbancesdue
to the motion of the ISS; 11 ARIS racks are being developedfor the
ISS. Disturbances to microgravity experiments on ARIS-isolated
racks are transmitted primarily via the (nominally 13) ARIS umbil-
icals, which provide power, data, vacuum, cooling, and other mis-
cellaneous services to the experiments. The two power umbilicals
and, to a lesser extent, the vacuum umbilical, serve as the primary
transmission path for accelerationdisturbances.Experimental tests
conductedby theARIS team1 (December1998) indicate that looped
power umbilicals resonate at about 10 Hz; unlooped power umbil-
icals resonate at about 4 Hz. In either case, the ARIS controller’s
limited bandwidth (about 2 Hz) admits only limited active isolation
at these frequencies. Reduction in the umbilical resonant frequen-
cies could help to address this problem.
Analytical studies of the nonlinear bending and de ection of a
 exible, linearly elastic,  xed-end, cantilever beam (originally hor-
izontal) have been conducted for a variety of loading conditions,
including concentrated terminal transverse (vertical) loading2 6;
uniformly distributed vertical loading2;7 9; uniformly distributed
normal loading10; concentratedterminal inclined loading11;12; mul-
tiple concentrated vertical loads13; concentrated terminal vertical
and moment loading13; and heavy, rigid, end-attachment loading.14
Reference 15 provided a set of nonlinear equations for the case of a
weightless  exiblebeam,with arbitrary,discrete, in-planeloads and
boundary conditions. Typical exact solutions of beam de ections
involve complete and incomplete elliptic integrals (for example,
Refs. 2, 4–6, 13, and 14). For literature reviews, see Refs. 16–18.
In the special case of general terminal in-plane loading, that is,
includingboth inclined-forceandmoment loads, in-plane  exibility
(or stiffness) equations would be of particular interest toward um-
bilical design for microgravity-isolation purposes. The equations
could be used to help optimize umbilical  exibilities and resonant
frequencies for microgravity applications.
This Notedevelopsequationsfor the in-planede ectionsand  ex-
ibilities of an idealized umbilical (thin,  exible, prismatic, linearly
elastic,  xed-end, cantilevered,with equal tensile and compressive
moduli of elasticity) under terminal in-planeloading(inclined-force
and moment). The effect of gravity can be neglected due to the on-
orbit application. (Note that the de ection analysis is a special case
of the treatment presented in Ref. 15.) The de ection and  exibility
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